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**Fig. 1.** The Eros terracotta figurine from Tel Kedesh, front and back views (P. Lanyi; courtesy Sharon Herbert and Andrea Berlin, Tel Kedesh Excavations).

**Fig. 2.** Bronze stylus in its iron case, from Tel Kedesh (P. Lanyi; courtesy Sharon Herbert and Andrea Berlin, Tel Kedesh Excavations).

**Fig. 3.** Parts of a bronze inkwell from Tel Kedesh: a, bowl with small cover removed; b, bowl with small cover in place; c, fragments of a chain that probably once stretched across the top of the lid (P. Lanyi; courtesy Sharon Herbert and Andrea Berlin, Tel Kedesh Excavations).

**Fig. 4.** Bone hairpin from Tel Kedesh (P. Lanyi; courtesy Sharon Herbert and Andrea Berlin, Tel Kedesh Excavations).